GROOMS
INFINITY CALLER
What do you do when irrational guilt and fear start to steer the ship? When you're a
kid living in the Dallas suburbs it's relatively predictable; you start to see a shrink,
take some prescribed meds, and as soon as you have access, numb the voices with
drugs and alcohol. Not a particularly novel or interesting trajectory, but what if
those voices just keep getting louder, consuming every waking moment, leaving you
effectively paralyzed or twitching with paranoia? After a while, succumbing to these
voices might seem self-indulgent, a cry for attention, or just boilerplate teenage
histrionics. What do you do when you're 30; a grown-ass-man still tethered to the
beast that dictated your life throughout your formative years? You could do a lot of
things, but if you're Travis Johnson of the band Grooms, you stop drinking, soberly
stare the demons in the face, and start writing songs.
Johnson's OCD (a religion-centric form of OCD called Scrupulosity) has guided all of
his adult life's pursuits, from inspiring his initial interest in music to his current day
job making guitar pedals at Brookyn's Death By Audio. After releasing two albums on
the prestigious indie label Kanine Records, the band still hadn't gained enough
traction to support themselves with their music and they were understandably ready
to call it quits. However, in 2011, impressed with their albums and live shows, author
Michael Azerrad invited Grooms to perform at his Our Band Could Be Your Life show
alongside St. Vincent, Ted Leo, Wye Oak, Dan Deacon, and WV alumni Dirty Projectors.
It was a huge opportunity for the band, and the catalyst for what would become their
new album Infinity Caller. Azerrad's enthusiasm and encouragement gave Johnson
the confidence to soldier on, keep making music, and ultimately find peace of mind.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
+ Solid Gold PR (Dirty Beaches, Best Coast, Clinic, Diamond Rings) is handling press.
+ The band was inspired to write the new album after playing Michael Azerrad's Our
Band Could Be Your Life show in 2011.
+ Grooms have released 2 critically acclaimed records on Kanine Records.
+ Grooms will tour throughout 2013/2014 in support of Infinity Caller.

TRACK LIST
1 L i on N am e
2 I Th i n k We' re Al on e N ow
3 Sl e e p Dete ct i ve
4 Iskra Goodbye
5 P l ay
6 Su si e J o
7 Com pl ete l y
8 Ve r y Ve r y L i brar i an
9 Som et i m es Som et i m es
1 0 Som et h i n g I Lear n e d To d ay
1 1 Infi n i ty Cal l e r

PRESS QUOTES
"…a revelation -- dynamic, hooky, energetic!"
PITCHFORK
"The ’90s indie rock lashings of Grooms, add
a reminder to dust off your Polvo/SY LPs"
STEREOGUM
"...some of the most exciting new sounds the
Kings County has to offer.”
POP MATTERS
LP UPC 656605464411

CD UPC 656605464428

+ LP format comeswith a code to download the album.
+ RIYL Polvo, Sonic Youth, Dream Syndicate, Pavement, Deerhunter
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